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FACE THE NATION 
 
11/06/16 
8:30a-9:00am Guests: Major Garrett, CBS News Chief White House Correspondent (1); Nancy Cordes, CBS News 

Congressional Correspondent (1); Senator Tim Kaine (D-VA), Democratic vice presidential nominee (2); Reince 
Priebus, Chairman, Republican National Committee (RNC) (3); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections Director 
(4); David Ignatius, The Washington Post (5); Fran Townsend, CBS News Senior National Security Analysist, 
former Homeland Security Advisor to George W. Bush (5); Mark Leibovich, The New York Times Magazine, CBS 
News Contributor (6); Amy Walter, The Cook Political Report (6); John Heilemann, Bloomberg Politics (6); 
Jamelle Bouie, Slate Magazine, CBS News Political Analyst (6) 

 1) an update from the campaigns of Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton 
 2) Topics include: current state of the Clinton campaign / reasons why Senator Kaine considers Mrs. Clinton the 

underdog / upcoming campaign stops leading up to Election Day / inroads made by the Trump campaign / 
potential impact on the campaign of FBI Director James Comey’s recent letter regarding Mrs. Clinton’s emails / 
questions surrounding donations made to the Clinton Foundation while she was Secretary of State  

 3) Topics include: Mr. Trump’s decision to campaign in traditionally Democratic states leading up to Election Day 
/ impact of Mr. Trump on Republicans securing the Latino vote / outreach by the Republican National Committee 
to black and Hispanic voters / relationship between Mr. Priebus and Mr. Trump 

 4) CBS News Battleground Tracker: analysis of poll results from Ohio and Florida 
 5) Topics include: threat of possible al Qaeda terrorist attacks in New York, Virginia, and Texas, the day before 

Election Day; U.S. operations in response to the worry of some type of disruption on Election Day from Russia / 
current climate within the FBI 

 6) Topics include: current state of the Clinton and Trump campaigns / the African-American vote / Election Day 
predictions 

 
11/13/16 
8:30a-9:00am Guests: Newt Gingrich, former Speaker of the House of Representatives. Trump Transition Vice Chair (1); 

Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT) (2); Jamelle Bouie, Slate Magazine, CBS News Political Analyst (3); Jeffrey 
Goldberg, The Atlantic (3); Michael Gerson, The Washington Post (3); Peggy Noonan, The Wall Street Journal, 
CBS News Contributor (3); Erica Brown, CBS News Digital Journalist (4); Alan He, CBS News Digital Journalist 
(4); Hannah Fraser-Chanpong, CBS News Digital Journalist (4); Sopan Deb, CBS News Digital Journalist (4); 
Jacqueline Alemany, CBS News Digital Journalist (4); Sean Gallitz, CBS News Digital Journalist (4); Kylie 
Atwood, CBS News Digital Journalist (4) 

 1) Topics include: Donald Trump’s victory in the presidential election / need for President-elect Trump to “have a 
very, very aggressive first year” / advice for Mr. Trump in working with Democrats / possible negotiations 
regarding deporting illegal immigrants and the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) / post-election divisiveness in 
the country / Mr. Gingrich’s rejection of the notion that Mr. Trump built and received support during the election 
from the alt-right / Mr. Gingrich’s role in the Trump administration / support for Mr. Trump 

 2) Topics include: Mr. Trump’s victory / Senator Sanders’ message to Democrats / Mr. Trump’s appeal to the 
average American / disagreement with Mr. Gingrich on the sexism, racism, and xenophobia in the Trump 
campaign / future of the Democratic Party / Senator Sanders’ new book, “Our Revolution” / Mr. Trump’s denial of 
climate change / Senator Sanders’ commitment to building a movement to transform the country / infrastructure 
and trade policy -- two areas of areas of common ground between President-elect Trump and Senator Sanders 

 3) Topics include: post-election divisiveness in the country / reasons why people are marching against President-
elect Trump / reports of intimidation, harassment, and violence against minorities since the election / speculation 
regarding Mr. Trump’s administration picks; future of the Democratic Party 

 4) Topics include: stories from the campaign trail / reasons why these reporters wanted to be embedded in the 
Trump and Clinton campaigns 
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FACE THE NATION (continued) 
 
11/20/16 
8:30a-9:30am Guests:  Governor Mike Pence (R-IN), Vice President-elect (1); Senator Rand Paul (R-KY) (2); Representative 

Keith Ellison (D-MN), candidate for Chair of the Democratic National Committee (DNC) (3); David Frum, The 
Atlantic (4); Grover Norquist, Americans for Tax Reform (4); Lanchee Chen, Hoover Institution (4); Maya 
MacGuineas, Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget (4); Max Stier, President and CEO, Partnership for 
Public Service (5) 

 1) Topics include: President-elect Donald Trump’s meeting with former Massachusetts Governor Mitt Romney for 
the possible cabinet position of Secretary of State / Governor Pence’s role as head of the President-elect’s transition 
team / Mr. Trump’s pledge to “drain the swamp” / questions as to whether or not Mr. Trump will uphold his 
campaign promise of no lobbyists or donors in the administration / potential conflicts of interest regarding Mr. 
Trump’s private businesses and the presidency / waterboarding; Governor Pence’s experience while attending 
performance of the Broadway musical “Hamilton”  

 2) Topics include: Senator Paul’s opposition to Rudy Giuliani or John Bolton as possible Trump cabinet picks / 
support for Senator Bob Corker having a position in the Trump administration / Senator Paul’s private 
conversations with the Trump transition team / agreement with Senator John McCain and his criticism of Mr. 
Trump’s support for waterboarding / Senator Paul’s support for privacy and commitment to upholding the Bill of 
Rights / potential conflicts of interest regarding Mr. Trump’s private businesses and the presidency / Mr. Trump’s 
recent claim that he kept a Ford plant in Kentucky from moving its production to Mexico 

 3) Topics include: the new direction for the Democratic Party / how Democrats should respond to Donald Trump / 
need to fight against the values promoted by the President-elect and for the needs of the average American  

 4) Topics include: potential conflicts of interest regarding Mr. Trump’s private businesses and the presidency / Mr. 
Frum’s call for “a law formalizing the long tradition that the president must publish his tax returns” / Mr. Trump’s 
pledge to “drain the swamp” / Mr. Norquist’s list of things to do in order to start ending corruption / Mr. Chen’s 
advice for Mr. Trump -- “to behave in a way that is completely above reproach” / Ms. MacGuineas on the 
challenges Mr. Trump faces with regards to the budget / economic growth / tax reform / Affordable Care Act 
(“Obamacare”) / Mr. Norquist’s support for the REDUCE Act, which reduces the number of civilian employees at 
the Pentagon by 15% / President-elect Trump’s trillion dollar infrastructure bill 

 5) an interview with Mr. Stier, a presidential transition expert, on the process and scope of a transition 
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FACE THE NATION (continued) 
 
11/27/16 
8:30a-9:30am Guests: Manuel Bojorquez, CBS News Correspondent (1); Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL) (2); Julia Sweig, CBS 

News Cuba Analyst, author, “Cuba: What Everyone Needs to Know”, Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs, 
University of Texas at Austin (3); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (3); Holly Williams, CBS News Foreign 
Correspondent (4); Vin Scully, Voice of the Los Angeles Dodgers 1950-2016 (5); Jahana Hayes, history teacher, 
John F. Kennedy High School, Waterbury, CT, 2016 Teacher of the Year (6); Brandon Stanton, photographer, and 
blogger, Humans of New York; Honesty Liller, McShin Foundation (8); John Shinholser, McShin Foundation (8); 
Ramesh Ponnuru, National Review (9); Molly Ball, The Atlantic (9); Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post (9); Ruth 
Marcus, The Washington Post (9) 

 1) a report from Havana, Cuba on the reaction to the death of Fidel Castro, who died on Friday at the age of ninety 
 2) Topics include: changes Senator Rubio would like to see in U.S.-Cuba relations / three examples of how Cuba is 

a threat to the United States; Russia’s potential role in undermining the recent election / need of the American 
people to know if Russia was involved in interfering in the U.S. election; attributes President-elect Trump should 
consider when selecting a Secretary of State 

 3) Topics include: recollections from Mr. Goldberg and Ms. Sweig on their last interviews with Mr. Castro / the 
long and complex career of Mr. Castro / U.S policy towards Cuba / potential changes to U.S.-Cuba policy under 
Mr. Trump 

 4) a report from Erbil, Iraq on a Thanksgiving spent with U.S. troops 
 5) an interview with Mr. Scully on his career as the broadcaster for the L.A. Dodgers, conducted after he was 

awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom 
 6) an interview with Ms. Hayes on her career as a teacher, the purpose of education, and why people should 

become teachers 
 7) an interview with Mr. Stanton on the origins of his career and his recent work in Macomb County 
 8) an interview with Ms. Liller and Mr. Shinholser on the increase in opioid addiction in the United States and the 

work they do helping people who are affected by the disease of addiction 
 9) Topics include: President-elect Trump’s cabinet picks / possible candidates for Secretary of State / conflicts of 

interest for Mr. Trump 
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60 MINUTES 
 
11/06/16 
6p-7pm “The Battle For Mosul” – a report from the front lines in Mosul, where the Iraqi Army is taking back Iraq’s 

second-largest city after more than two years of ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) terrorist occupation. An Iraqi Special 
Operations Brigade from the Golden Division lead 60 MINUTES cameras for 48 hours as they endured suicide car 
bombers, drones strapped with explosives, and snipers. Includes interviews with: Major Salam Hussein, 
commander Iraqi Army; and Richard Butler, cameraman for 60 MINUTES. (C: Lara Logan – P: Richard Butler, 
Max McClellan) 

 “The National Mood” – a report about how Americans are feeling before they cast their vote for President of the 
United States. A CBS News/New York Times poll found 82 percent of likely voters are more disgusted than 
excited about the election between Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton and Republican candidate Donald Trump. 
Republican pollster, public opinion analyst and CBS News consultant Frank Luntz scientifically selected a focus 
group that reflects the current polling results. Includes an interview with Frank Luntz. Also includes comments 
from various unidentified people in the focus group. (C: Steve Kroft – P: L. Franklin Devine, Maria Gavrilovic, 
Michael Karzis, Graham Messick) 

 “The Zika Virus” – a report on the American government’s efforts to control the Zika virus, a virus that can be 
transmitted through mosquitoes, blood and sex. It can result in babies born with catastrophic brain damage called 
microcephaly, or other developmental problems. The Zika virus continues to infect people in Puerto Rico, and also 
in every state but Alaska. The National Institutes of Health (NIH) plans to test the vaccine they created on 
thousands of volunteers living in Zika-infected areas. If it protects people in these areas, it could be ready for 
distribution by early 2018. Includes interviews with: Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of 
Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); Dr. Alberto De La Vega, obstetrician/gynecologist in San Juan, Puerto 
Rico; and Dr. Tom Frieden, director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).  Also includes 
comments by: Rocio Hernandez, who was pregnant with Zika virus; and Catherine Paquette, who volunteered to 
receive first Zika vaccine.   (C: Dr. Jon LaPook – P: Denise Schrier Cetta) 

 The Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment “The Pot Vote” (OAD: 10/30/16) 
 
11/13/16 
6p-7pm “The 45th President” – a three-part interview with President-elect Donald Trump, conducted Friday, November 

11th -- his first television interview as President-elect. Part I includes a discussion of his win on election night, 
social media use, his first meeting with President Obama, opponent Hillary Clinton, and various campaign 
promises. Part II is a joint interview between Mr. Trump and his wife Melania, who discusses her meeting with 
First Lady Michelle Obama and her intended cause when she assumes the role of First Lady: bullying on social 
media. Part III is an interview with the President-elect’s daughters Ivanka and Tiffany, and sons Donald, Jr. and 
Eric. They discuss their father’s temperament, election night, and running the family business empire. (C: Lesley 
Stahl – P: Ruth Streeter, Richard Bonin) 

 Update: “The Pot Vote” (OAD: 10/30/16) 
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60 MINUTES (continued) 
 
11/20/16 
6p-7pm “Turkey” – a report on the current relationship between the United States and Turkey.  Turkish President Recep 

Tayyip Erdogan is upset with the U.S. policies in Syria that he believes have led to a security threat on his southern 
border since Turkey has been inundated with nearly 3 million refugees. He is also calling for the extradition of 
exiled cleric Fethullah Gulen, but the U.S. insists the extradition process must be handled through U.S. courts to 
evaluate the evidence. President Erdogan blames the Gulenist movement for the failed military coup this past July 
which killed over 200 people. Includes interviews with: James Jeffrey, fmr. U.S. Ambassador; Recep Tayyip 
Erdogan, President of Turkey (through translator); Soli Ozel, an academic and a political commentator; and Ece 
Temelkuran, Turkish journalist and author. (C: Steve Kroft – P: Michael H. Gavshon, Howard L. Rosenberg, 
David M. Levine) 

 “The Match of Their Lives” – a report on how the players on the U.S. National Women’s Soccer Team are 
fighting the U.S. Soccer Federation over wages and treatment they say are not commensurate with their male 
counterparts’ on the Men’s National Team. The team collectively filed a complaint with the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission (EEOC). Includes interviews with: players on the U.S. National Women’s Soccer Team: 
Carli Lloyd, Christen Press, Becky Sauerbrunn and Morgan Brian; Hope Solo, a currently suspended player on the 
U.S. National Women’s Soccer Team; Rich Nichols, lawyer representing U.S. National Women’s Soccer Team; 
and Marymount School of New York girls’ soccer players: Asia Horne, Analiese Schwartz and Sarah Sullivan. (C: 
Norah O’Donnell – P: Keith Sharman, Erin Horan) 

 “Bruno Mars” – an interview / profile of music superstar Bruno Mars, who was born Peter Hernandez to 
professional musician parents in Honolulu, Hawaii. The chart-topping singer, musician, and songwriter has three 
Grammys and composed megahit “Uptown Funk” and his latest single, “24K Magic”. (C: Lara Logan – P: John 
Hamlin) 

 The Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment “The 45th President” (OAD: 11/13/16) 
 
11/27/16 
6p-7pm “The Prime Minister” – an interview with Italy’s Prime Minister Matteo Renzi. Renzi discussed why he wants 

Italians to vote yes on December 4th on a referendum he initiated to change Italy’s constitution by reducing the size 
of parliament by two thirds. He also discussed his reaction to President-elect Donald Trump’s victory. Also 
includes interviews with: Virginia Raggi, mayor of Rome, Italy; and Beppe Severgnini, an Italian journalist. (C: 
Charlie Rose – P: Draggan Mihailovich, Sabina Castelfranco) 
“The Alzheimer’s Laboratory” – a report on a National Institutes of Health (NIH) supported study, attempting to 
discover whether Alzheimer’s disease may be preventable. The world’s largest concentration of people with a rare 
genetic mutation which causes early onset Alzheimer’s is found in Antioquia, Colombia. Scientists have taken a 
group of volunteers from this population, a group which will take an immunotherapy drug to remove amyloid 
plaque. The intervening years will offer researchers a chance to ascertain whether or not the drug has halted the 
disease in its tracks. Results aren’t expected until 2021. Includes interviews with: family volunteering for 
Alzheimer study in Antioquia, Colombia identified by first names only: Freddie, Cecilia, Victor, Sara, and Julio 
(through translator); Dr. Francisco Lopera, neurologist at the University of Antioquia; Lucia Madrigal, Dr. 
Lopera’s former nurse (through translator); Ken Kosik, neurologist and professor in neuroscience at the University 
of California, Santa Barbara; Dr. Pierre Tariot, director of Banner Alzheimer’s Institute; Dr. Claudia Kawas, 
Alzheimer’s researcher and clinician at the University of California Irvine; and Dr. Eric Reiman, executive 
director of the Banner Alzheimer's Institute. Also includes comments by: Norm (only identified by first name), 
Alzheimer’s patient. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shari Finkelstein) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 
“Fidel Castro 1926 – 2016” – a commentary on the death of former Cuban dictator Fidel Castro, who died on 
November 25th. Includes a brief excerpt of Edward R. Murrow’s interview with Castro, conducted just thirty days 
after he took power. (OAD: 02/06/59 on PERSON TO PERSON) (C: Bill Whitaker) 
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48 HOURS 
 
11/05/16 PREEMPTION 
 
11/12/16 
9p-10pm 48 HOURS: “Buried Truth” - a report on the investigation into the case of Todd Kohlhepp, a South Carolina real 

estate broker, and now a suspected serial killer. His violent history was discovered after a missing woman named 
Kala Brown was found chained inside a shipping container on his property this month. This led to information that 
potentially solved a well-known 2003 South Carolina cold case, known as the Superbike Murders. The police 
investigation into Brown’s missing person case led to Kohlhepp’s property. Brown, who had once worked for 
Kohlhepp, told police that Kohlhepp had shot her boyfriend Charles David Carver dead, and that she had been a 
hostage for two months. Kohlhepp was arrested. While in custody, he asked for three things before starting to talk, 
then he told police more than they had ever suspected. He admitted to killing a young couple, later identified as 
Johnny Coxie and Meagan McCraw last December. In the most shocking twist of all, he revealed information 
known only to police in the well-known 2003 South Carolina cold case of four murders at a Spartanburg 
motorcycle shop. Also examined are : (1) the life of the self-confessed killer, who on the outside, seemed to be a 
model citizen, but who after a troubled childhood, moved to Arizona to be with his father. While there, he sexually 
assaulted a 14-year-old girl at gunpoint and had then served a 15 year sentence in prison. Includes an interview 
with his mother Regina Tague; (2) the Superbike case and the feelings of the victim’s relatives upon hearing the 
news; and (3) the discovery of the bodies of Johnny Coxie and Meagan McCraw on Kohlhepp’s property. On-
screen text graphic: Todd Kohlhepp now has a public defender. His next court appearance is in January. Kala 
Brown continues her recovery and is staying with friends. Charlie Carver will be buried next Saturday on his 
birthday. He would have been thirty-three. Interviewed: Dan Herren (Kala Brown’s friend); Chuck Wright 
(Spartanburg County Sheriff); Michael Burns (reporter, Greenville News); Joanne Shiflet and Chuck Carver 
(Charles Carver’s parents); Regina Tague (mother of Todd Kohlhepp); Melissa Ponder (wife of Superbike victim 
Scott Ponder); Terry Guy (Scott Ponder’s step-father); Tom and Lorraine Lucas (Superbike victim Brian Lucas’ 
parents); Noel Lee (friend of Scott and Brian); Kris Mohandi (forensic psychologist/CBS Consultant); Betsy Cable 
(Tempe, AZ police officer); Robert and Mary McCraw (Meagan McCraw’s parents). (C: David Begnaud, Peter 
Van Sant – P: Liza Finley, Paul LaRosa, Jonathan Leach, Jack Renaud, Judy Rybak, Alec Sirken, Cindy Cesare, 
Michelle Feuer, Marc. B. Goldbaum, Ryan N. Smith, Claire St. Amant, Anthony Venditti) 

 
11/19/16 
8p-9pm 48 HOURS: LIVE TO TELL: “Sophia’s Secret” - the story of Sophia Putney-Wilson, a Michigan teenager, and 

her work to expose the growing dangers of dating and break-up violence, following her own years of mental and 
physical abuse at the hands of her ex-boyfriend Adam Shigwadja. After meeting in 2011, the relationship between 
14-year-old Putney-Wilson and 16-year-old Shigwadja seemed to be a typical teenage romance, but it quickly 
evolved into something much darker. Shigwadja often threatened to hurt himself or her family as a way to control 
Sophia, and after one attack, where he held her at knife point, she broke up with him. Despite a court order of 
separation, they started secretly seeing each other again. In 2014, she broke up with him again. Days later, he 
broke into her bedroom, held her at knife point and set her room on fire. Putney-Wilson was badly injured: Adam 
had escaped and was on the loose, and the family was terrified. Shigwadja was arrested the next day. He said that 
he had gone there with a knife and that his only intent was to harm himself and not Sophia. He was charged with 
home invasion with the intent to commit assault, and with felonious assault because he attacked Sophia with a 
knife. Shigwadja opted for a bench trial. Sophia testified that she felt she would only be safe if Adam was locked 
up. The defense argued he never meant to harm her and that his purpose for the visit was to kill himself. The judge 
found him guilty on home invasion and arson counts, but did not find that the burden was met for the charges of 
assault with intent to murder. The community was outraged. At sentencing, the judge surprised everyone, when she 
sentenced Adam Shigwadja to a minimum of twenty-nine years in prison. When questioned, Judge Pamela 
Lightroet said the uproar over her verdict had no influence on her ruling. On-screen text graphic: Sophia 
continues to speak with high school students about teen dating violence. Caught in an abusive relationship -- call 
the National Domestic Violence hotline at 800-799-SAFE (7233). Interviewed: Sophia Putney-Wilcox; Kristin 
Putney (mother); Kiely Putney-Wilcox (brother); Jeff Williams (Assistant District Attorney, Kalamazoo County); 
Susan Thomas (Adam Shigwadja’s mother); Detective Bill Moorian (Detective, Kalamazoo Public Safety) (C: 
Tracy Smith - P: Josh Gelman, Jonathan Leach, Chuck Stevenson) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 
 
11/19/16 
9p-10pm 48 HOURS: “Hunted” - an investigation into the case of a serial rapist, who preyed on women young and old, in 

multiple states and over a period of years -- and the search to stop him. The rapist worked with military precision, 
tracking the women’s schedules, photographing them during the attacks and then forcing the women to shower or 
bathe as a way to clear out any evidence. Investigators from two Colorado police departments (Golden and 
Westminister) and the FBI pieced together the assailant’s trail through smart policing, collaboration and luck. In 
2011, a Golden, Colorado case, led to a similar case in nearby Westminister, Colorado. In comparing details of the 
attacks, detectives realized they were on the trail of a serial rapist. That information and another nearby case led 
them to Marc O’Leary, a 32-year-old Army veteran, who was eventually arrested. O’Leary ultimately pled guilty to 
sexual assault charges and then agreed to talk about the crimes. This led to a rare glimpse into the mind of a serial 
rapist, something detectives could never have imagined. Also featured is the story of a young Washington woman 
who the detectives discovered had been raped by O’Leary. Initially, the Lynnwood, Washington police did not 
believe her story. After the truth came out, the police force received training regarding this mistake.  On-screen 
text graphic: Stacy Galbraith is now an agent for the Colorado Bureau of Investigation. Edna Hendershot was 
promoted to the rank of sergeant with the Westminister Police Department. Galbraith and Hendershot both stay in 
contact with the women Marc O’Leary attacked. Interviewed: Mary (rape victim, not her real name); Stacy 
Galbraith (Golden CO police detective); Edna Hendershot (Westminister, CO police detective); Jonny Grusing 
(FBI Special Agent); Bob Weiner (Deputy Jefferson County District Attorney); Amy Wozny (O’Leary’s former 
girlfriend); Julie Pech (potential victim); Rodney Cohnheim (Lynnwood, WA Police Department Commander). (C: 
Maureen Maher - P: Chris O’Connell, Lauren Clark, Lindsey Schwartz) 

 
11/26/16 
9p-10pm 48 HOURS: LIVE TO TELL: “The Long Road Home” - a report on the recovery of Sebastien Bellin, an 

international basketball star-turned tech entrepreneur, who was nearly killed in the March 2015 Brussels airport 
terror attack. His recovery is detailed over the course of eight months as he recovered from the bomb attack that 
caused him to lose over fifty-percent of his blood and left him with shattered bones and torn muscles. Following his 
basketball career, Bellin moved to Battle Creek, Michigan with his family and began a new career as a tech 
entrepreneur. The job involved regular travel to Brussels, including during the tense time in Europe. On March 22, 
2015, he arrived at the Brussels airport to fly home and that day ISIS terrorists set off bombs at the airport and at a 
nearby train station. Bellin was severely wounded. This report takes a look at what it takes to survive an attack and 
put a life back together -- including Bellin’s first-person account of the attack, his refusal to let the terrorists win, 
how his 15 years as a basketball player in Europe prepared him for the moment his life would change forever, his 
three months in the hospital, the quest to get back home to his family, hours of intense physical therapy and an 
inspirational return to the basketball court. On-screen text graphic: Sebastian is back flying to and from Europe. 
He even flies into Brussels airport. Sebastian is writing a book about his story of survival. Interviewed: Sebastian 
Belli, Sara Belli (wife); Cecilia and Vanessa Belli (daughters); Ketevan Kardava (foreign correspondent); Dr. 
Dimitrios Koulalis (surgeon); Dr. Sean Smith (rehab doctor). (C: Vladimir Duthiers - C: Chris Young Ritzen, Ruth 
Chenetz) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * * * 
 
 


